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ABSTRACT

A class of harmonic n-manifold, denoted by HMn, is, in fact, focussed on a Riemannian
manifold with harmonic curvature. A variety of results, with properties, on HMn is
presented in a fair order. Harmonic manifolds are then touched upon manifolds with
recurrent Ricci curvature, biRicci-recurrent curvature and recurrent conformal curvature,
and, in consequence, a sequence of theorems are deduced.
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1 Introduction
A class of harmonic manifold is taken as a Riemannian manifold with harmonic
curvature.

Let us have the definition of harmonic manifold [21] in a broader sense.
Consider two points XQ, X\ which are located at infinitesimal distance. We

take s as the geodesic between the points with e(= ±1 or 0) as the indicator
of the geodesic distance xo^i- NOW if Q = ^es2 appears as a function of x then
the manifold is harmonic at xo, provided, for some function / , AjO = f(il, xo)
The manifold is said to be a harmonic manifold, in case for each point xo it is
harmonic at x$.

Harmonic manifolds in Riemannian geometry have received a good deal
of attention as a special type of manifolds. These manifolds were studied in
considerable detail by Ruse [9-13], Walker [13-17], Lichnerowicz [2-4], Willmore
[18-21] and Patterson [5].

We now restrict our attention to a Riemannian manifold with harmonic
curvature which has the defining property

and look upon this as a class of harmonic manifolds.
An n-manifold of this kind will be denoted by HMn-
This article contains an approach to the establishment of a chain of theo-

rems on HMn, with some of its properties and results, in relation to other class
of manifolds with curvature restriction.

2 Properties and results

This section is devoted to the deduction of certain results on HMn with a survey
of its characteristic properties.

I. In a V3 the tensor Rijt [1], which is written

Riik = Rij,k ~ Rikj + 2 ( w - i ) (g" f l J

vanishes identically, in view of (1.1) and

R.r = 0, (2-2)

a consequence of (1.1).
Therefore, the harmonic Z-manifold can bt mapped conformally on an S3.

II. Every harmonic manifold Vn (n > 3) is nearly conformally symmetric

[«]•



III. An (M,g) is not a harmonic manifold [&]•
In this case, M = Rn~r x R1 + (n > 5) is endowed with the metric g given

by

where F = £[ («- 1)*"] " ^ , fijix1,!2,... ,a;n) is an arbitrary non-flat Ricci-flat
metric, and the prime indicates the ordinary derivative with respect to xn.

TV. We note [1] that

+9ikRhj, + 9uRhk: + gal* it) (2-3)

(2.4)

where Rijk is given by (2.1).
Thus (2.3) becomes, on account of (1.1) and (2.2),

Hence we may assert : In a harmomc manifold the relation Chijk,i +
Chiij,k = 0 holds.

V. If a Riemannian manifold Vn(n > 2) be projective symmetric then

^ (2.5)

The Bianchi identity Rh
pqrh + Rh

prh,l, + J?V,,r = 0 gives

Combining this with (2.5) we see that

n - 2
n - 1

.r — Rpr,q) = 0,

from which , since n > 2,
*£pq,r ^ ^V^,q "

We may thus conclude that a projective symmetric manifold Vn is harmonic.

VI. It follows readily from (2.5) that a necessary and sufficient condition
for a Riemannian manifold Vn to be a harmonic manifold is that the Vn be
symmetric.

VII. It is noticeable in (1.1) that Rpq,r is symmetric in the last two indices.



In view of the symmetry property of Rv<,iT and of the Ricci tensor, Rpq,
we can write [7]

Rrp.t = Rrq,P- . (2.6)

From (1.1) and (2.6) it then follows that

AH thia amounts to saying that in an HMn the Ricci tensor, Rp9, satisfies the
relations Rpq,r = R^r.p — Rrp,<i-

VIII. We recall (2.2) from which it is fairly clear that the scalar curvature,
R, of a harmonic manifold is constant.

IX. Define the Einstein tensor, Euv, by

utl ~~ n

This yields

"t" 'Z\

Let the Einstein tensor characterize a harmonic manifold. The above equation
then reduces, by means of (1.1) and (2.2), to

In a manner, as outlined in (2.6) and (2.7) for the components Rp^ of the Ricci
tensor, we arrive at the following relations, in virtue of (2.8),

In other words, in a harmonic manifold the Einstein tensor t EUVt obeys the
relations

3 HMn with recurrent Ricci curvature

We consider an HMn with recurrent Ricci curvature having non-zero recurrence
vector e,.

Use (1.1) to get

from which we are able to obtain

Rpq — Xepeq, (A, a non — zero scalar).



This gives

R = g^Rp,
= A / % e , . (3.1)

On applying R of an HMn> which is constant (cf. §2 VIII ), to RiT = Rer(er ^
0), a consequence of the relation satisfied by the HMn with recurrent Ricci
curvature:

we find R = 0.
Hence, from (3.1), we have

V ' e p e t = 0, • •

so that
/ % e , = 0.

This motivates :

Theorem 3.1 Let a harmonic manifold be a manifold with recurrent Ricci cur-
vature. Then the recurrence vector is null.

4 BiRicci-recurent HMn(n > 3)
It is well known that every biRicci-recurrent HM3 is a birecurrent HM3.

Now, as a consequence of (1.1), we have

Then for a birecurrent HM3 with e,j as non-zero tensor of recurrence the
relation

Rpqer, = Rfreql (4.1)

holds.
We further remark that a birecurrent Vn(n > 3) satisfies the condition [8]

Rpqtrt — RprCq, = R'pqrCfs • (4-2)

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) combine together in the form

R pqrZts — 0

which yields, because ett ^ 0,

R pqr = 0.

This suggests :



Theorem 4.1 Every three dimensional biRicci-recurrent harmonic manifold is
flat.

Our next interest is focussed on HMn{n > 3) manifold which is biRicci-
recurrent. We consider now a biRicci-recurrent HMn with e;; as non-zero tensor
of recurrence.

Then for a biRicci-recurrent HMn manifold, (4.1) is also satisfied.

Multiply (4.1) by gri to get

aftp, = R'peqs (4.3)

where

a ~ gr'eri.

We now note the relation [8] which holds for a biRicci-recurrent HMn:

I

From (4.3) and (4.4) it follows that

1 r , ,A IS

cxRpq = —Revq. (4-5)
2

We see that the scalar curvature, R, of an HMn with recurrent Ricci curvature
is zero (§3) which is also true for a biRicci-recurrent HMn.

Therefore, (4.5) becomes

aRpq - 0.

Since the Ricci tensor, Rpq, of a manifold with recurrent Ricci curvature and
hence of a biRicci-recurrent manifold is non-zero, we must have

a = 0.

This inherits:

Theorem 4.2 / / an HMn be biRicct-recurrent then the scalar a = 9F1eP1 is
zero.

5 HMn with recurrent conformal curvature

Let an HMn manifold have recurrent conformal curvature with a, as non-zero
vector of recurrence.

Then the Weyl tensor Cljki of conformal curvature satisfies the relation

jkl.m — Is jklO-m,

!•»•>»!••'•»''•»'.••*•• « W i M W * « p l i ™ • • - • ' • 4'»<* • + ' ' • • * • . . . ; ' - •



from which we find, because of (2.4),

C'jktam + C'jincii + C'j-mta, = 0. . (5.1)

Contracting for t and m we get

Cjttai = o

or its equivalent
Cijua1 = 0. (5.2)

Multiplying (5.1) by am and using (5.2) we have

' = 0.

This means either C'JU = 0 or amam = 0. This guarantees that an HMn »*
conformal to flat manifold or the vector of recurrence is null.

Summarizing, we have

Theorem 5.1 / / a harmonic manifold has recurrent conformal curvature then
either it is conformal to flat manifold or the vector of recurrence is null.

We next investigate that an HMn manifold cannot be Einstein with recurrent
conformal curvature. This is illustrated by an example in the form of a theorem
as follows:

Theorem 5.2 Let a Rtemanntan manifold Vn be harmonic in spirit to projec-
tive symmetry property. Then the Vn cannot be Einstein with recurrent confor-
mal curvature.

Proof. Suppose a Vn manifold possesses projective symmetry property:

"pqrt.t ~ 0>

Wpqrt being the non-zero Weyl projective curvature tensor defined by

T ~ 9pr

It then becomes a harmonic Vn (cf. §2 V) which, in turn, is symmetric (cf. §2
VI)-

Therefore,

Rpr',t = 0- (5-3)

In order that a Vn with recurrent conformal curvature be Einstein, we have

r - 9pr9<f}], (5-4)qr, ~ , "1



where at is a non-zero recurrence vector.
Consider now a Riemannian manifold Vn, in spirit to projective symme-

try property, which is Einstein with recurrent conformal curvature. Eqn. (5.3)
together with (5.4) thus admits

D

( -yprgq,)] = 0.

Consequently
n

n ^(SpsOgr ~ 9pr9ql) = 0.

This reduces, by means of the property which characterizes an Einstein manifold:

showing that the VVeyl projective curvature tensor, \VMrs, is a zero tensor which
contradicts our supposition.

The proof is now complete.
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